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COMPARISON OF C- NAND, SECOR,_AND TRANET WITH
A COLLOCATED LASER ON 10 TRACKS OF GEOS-2
As part of the GEOS Observation Systems Intercomparison Investigation,
several of the geodetic satellite tracking systems used with GEOS-2, including a
NASA Laser, an Army SECOR, and a Navy TRANET, were moved to the NASA
Wallops Island station and located near the FPQ-6 and FPS-16 C-band radars there.
Simultaneous tracking of GEOS-2 by all these systems was accomplished during
t
	
	 April, May, and June, 1968, to enable comparisons of the tracking data freed from
the effects of uncertainties in survey, in the gravity field, and in systems time syn-
chronization. Reference orbits were determined froin the laser data. Comparison
of tracking data from the radio tracking systems with the laser .referer ^e orbits
,yielded residuals from which zero-set and timing biases were derived for each sys-
tem. The preliminary r.asults for the 10 passes reported here i pdicate, for the
SECOR, a consistent unexplained negative zero-set bias averaging about 10.8 meters.
The two C-band radars generally agree with the laser to within t5 meters. '.T'he
TRANET data have an average positive bias of about 16.6 centimeters per second,
which has been mostly e:Yplained by a procedure peculiar to the preparation of GEOS
A ANNA d t f +1, G d t' Q.+ 11't TAM-  S	 GS DS M
	 d f' 't(an	 ) a a or a eo a is a e i e a a eL V %.; (	 ) .	 ore a ^ni ve re-
sults are expected later, whenp	 ^	 optical data are added into the reductions and more
passes are reduced.
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SECTION 1
MISSION
1.1
	
GENERAL
The Wallops. Island Collocation Experiment (WICE) was performed as
part of the Observation System Intercomparison Investigation (OSII) of the Geodetic
A
Satellite Program at the instigation and under the direction of the -NASA OSII
Principal Investigator. The objective of the OSH is to intercomp; .re the major
geodetic satellite observation systems and to evaluate their accuxacies.
The following observation systems were collocated at Wallops Island:
o F PQ-6 radar
' ..	 •	 FPS-16 radar
• SECOR ranging system:
• TRANET doppler system
•	 Laser radarh
•	 BC-4 and PTH-100 cameras
These systems were closely grouped in ors.'-.r to provide a basis (mini-
mum error due to survey, timing, and gravity unknowns) for inter< omparison of
the data provided by each system.
	
The laser is used as the reference system to
;r provide reference short-arc orbits from which accurate ranges and somewhat less
accurate angles and range rates were computed and compared with the measure-
ments made by the other systems. WICE was co%ducted over a 3-month period,
commencing April 1, 1968. r
'- Wallops -Island provided ,and operated the FPQ-6 and FPS -16 'radars and CU
provided" data to Goddard in modified Calsat format.
	 Wallops _ also provided and
operated the BC-4 came.. , . Goddard is processing the BC- 4 data.	 Goddard pro-
`' vided sand operated the laser and the PTH-100 camera and is processing the a966-
ciated data.	 The;Army Map Service provided and operated the SECOR and is proc-
essin its data.
	
The Naval Air Systems Command provided and operatedt d'theg	 	 	..
' TF,ANET and is processing these data.
^, 1-1
fI	 1.2	 SCHEDULING AND PREDICTIONS
The experiment goal was to obtain 30 nighttime and 30 daytime passes
with all systems tracking simultaneously and with supporting tropospheric and ion-
ospheric measurements. Except on weekends, each laser pass which met the
following criteria was scheduled:
• Maximum elevation above 40 0 for single passes or 350 for adjacent
passes
0 Satellite sunlit during some part of the pass
The Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) Computation Division (CD)
and the Mission and Trajectory Analysis Division (MTAD) generated station pre-
dictions, scheduling information, and laser drive tapes for the collocation experi-
ment stations.	 From this information, suitable passes were selected by the authors.
Requests for these were forwarded to the Wallops Island Project Coordina -or ,
H. Stanley, who coordinated the Wallops Island operations with the GEOS Operations
Control Center (GOC'C) at Goddard. GOCC coordinated these requests with other
GELDS project requirements and scheduled the spacecraft.
`''-
4"
1.3	 REFRACTION STUDY
^x.
Data were taken to enable comparison between ray tracings of the iono-
sphere and analytic corrections based on National Bureau of Standards (NBS) pre-
dictions, the 2-frequency ionospheric refraction correction for SECOR, and the 2-
and 3-frequency ionospheric refraction corrections for TRANET doppler. 	 The f,
WICE TRANET doppler system digitally recorded all three frequencies and the
equivalent frequencies from both the low- and high -frequency pairs.	 The , tropo-
spheric , ray trace will be compared to the analytic based on ground measurements
of the index of refraction .. , In order to support the refraction studies, measurements
of pressure, temperature, and relative humidity were made at the FPQ-6 radar
site within one-half hour of each schee ,pled pass.	 Balloon soundings of the tropo-
sphere, which provided an index of refraction as 'a function of height, were made
within one to two hours of the pass.
	
Ionosonde soundings of the ionosphere were
1.4	 SURVEY
The Field Facilities Branch of GSFC performed survey determinations
of geodetic latitude and longitude on the North American datum of 1927 and height
above mean sea level on the sea level datum of 1929 for each of the WICE tracking
systems. The accuracy of the positions of the other WICE systems relative to the
laser is estimated to be 10 centimeters or better. Details of the survey are given
in Appendix A.
1.5	 TIMING
All collocated systems were required to refer to the Wallops Station
J'Vj"master clock as thei,,* time standard. The master clock consisted of a portable 	 N
cesium (Ce)  standard driving a time-of-day generator (TODG). The master clock
was referenced to UTC time -at the U. S. Naval Observatory (USNO) and maintained
to an accuracy of within ±50 microseconds by making monthly trips to the USNO with
the Ce standard. Signals from the master clock were transmitted over cable to the
WICE stations and used for reference prior to each pass. Cable delays were
measured by comparing time ticks at the input and output of the cables, using the
portable Ce standard. The cable delays were remeasured about every 2 weeks.
Whenever the Ce standard was disconnected from the TODG for cable
delay measurements or for trips to the USNO, the delay between the Ce standard
and the TODD varied from its nominal value of 200 /jsec by ± 100 /Lsec. The changes
iu this value were recorded for vse by the participants.
1-3/4
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SECTION 2
COLLOCATED SYSTEMS
2.1
	
INTRODUCTION
This section contains a brief description of each system and its associated
data preprocessing, calibration, and timing.
2.2
	 LASER
The laser tracking system placed at Wallops Island was operated by
the Optical Sy;,tems Branch (OSB) of Goddard. This system uses an intense, highly
collimated, shoet-duration beam of light for illuminating the spacecraft being
tracked. At the spacecraft, the beam is reflected back towards the ground station by
an array of cube corner reflectors. The returning light is detected photoelectrically,
and its time of flight is. measured to yield the range data. The actual laser trans-
mitter is 'mounted on a radar pedestal along with a Cassegranian telescope used for
receiving the reflected laser beam. When the laser system is tracking, the trans-
' mitter is flashed at 1 pulse/sec. Each transmitter pulse starts a time-interval-
measuring unit necessary for range measurement. During the pass, the mount,
' equipped. 	 with digital encoders, is directed toward the expected position of the s^	 XP	 ace--	 P	 P
craft by a programmer fed with punched paper tape. By using a, telescope, the
operator can see the spacecraft and make corrections to keep it within the, illuminating
beam, which is only about 1.2 milliradians wide. Along with a range measurement,
both the azimuth and elevation of the spacecraft are recorded from the position
mount. The laser tracking system is probably unbiased to 0.15 meter in ra nge,g	 y	 P	 .^k ,
with a random noise component of about 1.2 meters, and can produce range rates4	 .
"P.
through an orbital fit to the, range data which are good to about 1 cm/sec. These
estimates include all known error sources except the scaling error of 1, part in
10s' due . to the uncertainty in the velocity of light, which affects all systems. The
angular accuracy with this laser is estimated to be'about 0.5 milliradian or better.
See reference -5.
1	 , 2.2.1	 LASER DATA PREPROCESSING
{£ The OSB personnel were responsible for laser data preprocessing. The,,
M; preprocessor program accomplishes the following functions:
•	 Converts the recorded time of observation to the time when the
:.I laser pulse _ was at the' . spacecraft.
•
°
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	 Computes the range to the satellite from the round-trip time
interval values and calibration values.
•	 Corrects the measured elevation angle for refraction.
•	 Corrects the computed range) Jor refraction,
•	 Edits the data based on a five-sigma rejection criterion.
•	 Reformats the acceptable data points into the required Geodetic
Satellite Data Service (GSDS) format and outputs the data on a
magnetic tapes with a density of 1 observation per second.
.
Preprocessing details are contained in reference 1 and reference 2.
H
The authors received the WICE laser data from GSDS and conducted this inter- Yr.k
comparison study with no additional preprocessing.
2.2 + 2	 LASER SYSTEM CALIBRATION
For angle calibrations, a special boresight feature is incorporated in the,, U
_
collimating optics for the transmitted beam, which allows the laser transmitter to be q
aligned parallel to, the optSt-mechanical axis of the tracking pedestal. Boresighting
is accomplished by firing the laser through a separately attached focusing lens onto r`
a piece of aluminum foil in its focal plane. The reflex viewer, which forms the bt ►re"s
sight function on the collimating optics, is then inserted in the optical path, and its,
cross-hairs are adjusted to coincide with the hole formed in the foil by the focused
laser Beam. With the focusing lens removed, the reflex viewer is directed along
the laser beam and can be used to bring the laser optical axis parallel to the other
' optical systems on the tracking pedestal.
Y For range calibrations:, the total delay, in sigma due to telescope optical
f path length and delay throu0i the photomultiplier tube is measured .over a geodimneter +
calibrated range (3274:98 meters at Wallops) before and after each pass. See ref-
erence 1.
2.2.3	 LASERSYSTE,1Vi TIIV^TNG
x
;.
The laser data control unit generates all the control s goals for operation u'
6f,  the laser and receiver systems. In addition, the unit, maintains system time with
reepect to' an external time source isuch as WW'V or as in the case of WILE, to the
Wallops station master clock. This is accomplished by `setting the laser control
r
_	 ` y
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unit. A 1-MHz oscillator, acting as a secondary time standard, is counted to one
pulse per second through phase shift and delay circuits .for synchronization with the
external timing.staadard. At WICE the laser 1-pps signal is synchronized to about
+0.05 millisecond prior to each pass with the master clock cable signals adjusted
for a cable delay bias and the current delay between the Ce standard and the TODG.
The 1-pps signal is then used as the on-time generated pulse throughout the entire
data control unit and operates a binary coded decimal (BCD) time code generator
athrough space will undergo a phase shift proportional to the distance traveled and to t
the modulated frequency. This change, due to the time and distance traveled, is q
translated into the range between the transmitting and receiving stations. Iono-
spheric refraction effects are decreased by using two coherent carriers in the
down-link, 224.5-MHz and 449 . 0-MHz. These carriers are modulated by the Same
ranging sidetones that modulate the up-link carrier.
The choic ;^  of ranging modulation sidetones is affected by two opposing
considerations. To avoid ambiguities in the range measurements, the half-wave-
length of the modulation signal must equal or exceed the maximum range desired;'
thus, a Tong-range capability requires that the ranging wavelength be very long. For
good resolution, however, a high frequency is required so that small increments
of range can be measured. SECOR has four harmonically related modulation signals
linearly combined into a phase modulation baseband. This provides a system reso-
lotion of 0.25 meter, eliminates range ambiguities, aGnd provides a maximum unam-
biguous range capability of 7500 kilometers, c
2.3.1	 SECOR DATA PREPROCESSING
AMS personnel were responsible for seco?„ data preprocessing. The
preprocessor program accomplishes the following fun,,etions
•	 Computes the time of observation ; which is defined as the time
when the pulse was at the spacecrfiift.
Makes ambiguity corrections to the edited range measurements.
•	 Applies calibration values to ' thf; edited range measurements.
•	 Applies tropoijs, ^ eric refraction to the range measurements.
•	 Uses the differen6e between jicanges measured on the low- and high
frequency carriers from thf ` spacecraft to com	 a correction for
retardation due to the iono %phere, The range is corrected for this
value, and the
,
 tonospheri b correction value is included in the out-
put. h
•	 Reformats the data in , the required GSDS format and outputs the
data on a magnetic tape., with a ^':ensity of 1 observation per 4 sec-
I
onds.	 W,
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The authors received the WICE SECOR data from GSDS and; conducted
intercomparison studies with no additional preprocessing.
`?.3.2	 SECOR SYSTEM CALIBRATION
In the calibrate mode, the calibration oscillator generates 196.4 MHz. 	 ;1!k.
This is fed to a mixer mounted above the vertical axis of the WICE station dual-
reflector antenna system and between the up-link and down-link reflectors. A 420.9
MHz ground station up-link carrier frequency is radiated, from the up-link antenna
to the mixer, to produce 22 4. 5 MHz and its second harmonic, 449.0 MHz, which are
the spacecraft down-link carrier frequencies. These are reradiated to the down-link
antenna, providing a closed-loop method of determining approximate zero-set of
the rangeservos prior to each pass. All components in the ground station are
inside the calibration loop..
A refinement of the z--ro -set is made by air link calibration prior to
each tracking  pass and immediately after each tracking pass. This utilizes a mixer
as above and a discone antenna which is 28 meters from the SECOR survey reference
mark, and is fed through a cable connected to the ground station.
f
The difference between the 2 ;8-meter surveyed range to the d'iscone and
the measured range is recorded on calibration sheets, for both the high-and low-
frequency channels, for both precalbration and postcaYibration measurements. These
calibration numbers are used in the preprocessor to correct the range data.
2.3.3	 SECOR SYSTEM TINTING
The WICE SECOR station has a rubidium clock. The rubi^ium clock was	 r
used to operate the time cede generators which record UTC time on the magnetic
tape with a resolution of l millisecond each time the digital servos record the
range on the tape.
The Wallops Island range t...ie` was derived from an HP 5060A cesium
clock, set to UTC (NAVOBS). This clock warp periodically transported to the SECOR.,
site in order toe check theI rubidium clock. The offset between the rubidium clock
and UTC (NAVOBS), as recorded on the data loge, was,.always between 5 and 15 micro-
seconds during the '`i1VICE operation.
7
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2.4	 TRANET
The TRANET system was operated by University of Texas personnel
under the direction of the Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory (APL) and
the Naval Air Systems Command. The quantity measured by a TRANET tracking
system is the doppler frequency as a function of time.
The system concept derives from the fact that, while a spacecraft trans-
mitter sends a continuous unmodulated wave at a fixed frequency, the received sig-
nal at the tracking station exhibits a shift in frequency due to the relative velocity
of the spacecraft with respect to the observing station. This received frequency is a
function of the transmitted frequency, velocity of propagation, and the rate of change
Of the slant range between the spacecraft and station. The TRANET system located
at Wallops has the capability of digitizing the three frequencies from. GEOS -2 as well
as the two refraction corrected frequencies.
2.4.1	 TRANET DATA PREPROCESSING
The Naval Weapons laboratory (NWL) personnel were responsible for
r
the TRANET data preprocessing after collection of the data by APL. The TRANET
F data undergo the follovj _ng,prP» ocessingt
•	 First-order ionospheric refraction corrections are made by
j analog techniques, using equipment at the tracking station.
•	 The time of observation is computed. This is defined as ,the
observed time, at the station, of tht: midpoint of the doppler
integration interval. The calibration value (offset of the TRANET
station clock from the Wallops Island cesium clock) is used to
correct ttie.observation time to UTC (NAVOES). 4
•	 The observation frequency is corrected for the error in the station'
tfrequency standard determined from VLF comparisons.
•	 A spacecraft reference frequency (base frequency) is computed for
the pass:.: 
•	 The data are edited based on a 2.5=sigma rejection criterion.
r ^ f
r
^.
a
r Y'
r
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•	 The remaining observations are aggregated in groups of eight,
covering a 32-second interval. A smoothed frequency value is
calculated by fitting a straight line to the residuals in the 32- t
second interval and evaluating the fit at the central time of the
p interval. The residual corresponding to the fit at the central
time is then added to the computed frequency for that time. These
data are run through a reformat program which arranges the filtered
data into the format required by the GSDS. All smoothed frequency
values and the base frequency for each pass are scaled to ' JS
1.0&x 106{ megacycles by multiplying by 	 where fe is the nominalfe
equivalent frequency obtained from a table. This approximate
the frequency out of the st ition refraction corrector unit. c
i;
i The TRANET data are the only type of data which undergo mathematical
smoothing in these intercomparisons.
The authors received the W10E TRANET data from GSDS and applied
the following additional preprocessing steps to the TRANET data prior to intercom-
parisons with the other systems. a
•	 Converted the recorded time of the observation from observed
:, j time at the station to the time the signal was at the satellite by
subtracting one-half of the round trip time. 1
F
s	 Converted to range rate values in meters /sec by the following
1? o	 C (Fg - FM)
M
where
Base frequencyF	 =	  received from GSDSB	 q	 y ,
FM	 = Smoothed measured frequency received from GSDS
,t
C - = Velocity of light
= 2.997925 x 108
 mess
•	 Corrected the range rate values for tropospheric refraction, using
^ the formula.	 !
T' = 0.'8432335 NS E
sizi, E
26 +^
1/2
s -
i	 n!i
T
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R2.4.2	 TRANET SYSTEM CALIBRATION
The station frequency error which appears in the doppler data header
in the teletype to APL is the departure of the frequency of the station standard as
determined from aknown (VLF) reference frequency. This known correction is
applied, in the NWL preprocessing program, to the frequency measurements. See
reference 3.
A nominal value of the satellite oscillator frequency is associated with
each spacecraft but is modified for each pass as follows. First,, _ NWL computes
O-C Is by comparing the VLF corrected doppler , frequency measurements with the
doppler frequencies predicted from a reference orbit. The reference orbit is
determined with previous ;doppler data from the entire TRANET net-orork. The O-,C Is
are then used to compute an estimated frequency bias for each pass. The spacecraft
oscillator nominal frequency corrected for this bias is called the base frequency and
is included, as an additional number, with the frequency measurements submitted
to the GSDS for`each pass.
Since the determination of the base frequency involves the entire
TRANET network, the WICE TRANET data are influenced by this network. Data
-	 submitted from the other WICE systems are not influenced by any other stations.
2.4.3
	
TRAN'AT SYSTEM''TIMING
The station clock error accompanying the doppler data in the teletype
to APL combines the station clock offset from the received Wallops Island pulse,
the cable delay, and the offset of the Wallops Island wo' Erking clock (TODG) from
the cesium clock. The doppler data submitted to GSIDS'sre referenced to the Wallops"
Island cesium .clock w4q is set to UTC (NAVOBS).
2.5	 C-BAND.
Data were received froze wo =baud radars operated by Wallops Island,
the AN/FPQ-6 and the AN/FPS-16. Both are pulsed radars capable of nonambiguous
2-8
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range measurements of up to 32, 000 nautical miles, and each provides azimuth
and elevation angle measurements to the target. The FPQ-6 radar can also measure
0range rate (R) if used with a coherent transponder or 'if the reflected signal from the
I re
spacecraft is strong enough for skin tracking. A passive retro-directive Van Atta
array on GEOS-2 makes it possible for the FPQ-6 radar to skin-track this spacecraft.
Two C-band beacons were installed in GELS-2. Beacon 41 has a 0. 7-,Usec Ji
fixed nominal delay, and beacon #2 has a 5-usec fixed nominal delay.
The FPQ-6 radar's -.absystems may be functionally grouped under signal
detection (transmitter, antenna, and receiver), target acquisition, target tracking
(range and angle servos), data processing, and system control. An ultrastable
frequency-synthesizer-multiplier chain, power amplifier, and hard-tube modulator
form the C-band transmitter. The antenna comprises a solid-surface 29-foot
parabolic reflector illuminated by a monopulse, polarization-diversified cassegrainian
Fy
feed. This structure is supported by a 2-axis (azimuth-elevation) pedestal featuring
a low-friction hydrostatic azimuth bearing, anti-backlash drive gearing, and
s 	-shaft encoding subsystem. The angle, orprecision	 ingle-space 20-bit angle
antenna-positioning, 'subsystems are high torque4c-inertia electrohydraulic servo
loops. Tracking signals are supplied to the antenna-positicning , and ranging servos
by a low-noise, broad-band, 3-channel receiver subsystem. An all-electronic
digital ranging subsystem affords unambiguous range coverage to 32, 000 nautical
miles at high-pulse-repetition rates, with a granularity of 2 yards. The data system.
contains a 4096-word coliricident-core, bus-organized, stored-program, militarized
computer (RCA, FC-4101) ,. (Reference 4)
The FPS-16 radar is very similar to the FPQ-6 except that it has a
17-bit angle encoder and a 12400t parabolic reflector and does not have a computer
and skin track capability.
2.5.1'	 C-,BAND 1 DATA PREPROCESSING
The following preliminary preprocessing Is done, by Wallops island:
The on site RCA 4101	 rputer p ogram-for the ,AN/FPQ-6 was used
to apply the static corrections (pedestal misl6vel, 	 nonorthogonality, e-droop	 ncod6r
0	 abias, encoder nonlineakity, and skew.) t the raw FPQ-6: dat , but not to the
FPS-16 data. Dynamic lag corrections calculated by the 4101 program are recorded
i MRW-M
11
V.
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but are not applied to the data. The 4101 FPQ-6 data output tapes and FPS-16 raw
data tapes were processed through the Wallops preprocessing program which applies
a time tag correction to the data, .-onverts the data from radar bits to range in feet
and azimuth and elevation in decimal degrees, and reformats the data from 4101
format to the standard GEOS-B radar data format, sometimes called the modified
Calsat format.
WICE C-band data in the modified Calsat format were sent to the
Principal Investigator, GEOS OSH. These data were then additionally preprocessed by
the WICE C-band preprocessor program at Goddard, which does the following (see
Appendix B)
•	 Computes the time of observation, which is defined as the time
when the pulse was at the spacecraft.
Applies tropospheric refraction corrections to both the range
and ,angle measurements.
Refcrmats the data to a format compatible with the GEOS data
adjustment program (GDAP). (Editing is ,done by hand after °tt
' residuals are obtained with GDAP against the laser reference
orbit.
^jj
•	 Selects every Nth point (one per second).
•	 Applies range bias corrections derived from the appropriate
nominal beacon dolay and from the pre- and postpass range target
y measurements
;r •
2.5.2	 C-BAND SYSTEM CALIBRATION
For pre- and postmission calibration data tape recorders are run for
approximately 10 seconds (at 10 samples/second, this gives approximately 100
samples), recording each of the following:
-	
I
•	 Selected AGC values.
•	 Boresight tower (BST) normal — Antenna. electrically locked to
t the BST in azimuth and "elevation.
• Boresite tower plunged — Same set-up as for BST.norrnal, except
the antenna is in the plunged mode.
^ M
'
.,.	 :..r	 ,^^	 1. .,	 ..ra.a
	 't	 ':.	 ta. 	 ....	 ....	 r..,. .}l,r.. r^ :	...	 ,	 ..	 ..'^i.r
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Range target, skin gate — (If transponder- track is planned, the
proper delay compensation should be set into range system prior
to this step.) Lock on range target in skin gate. Range displays
and recordings should read the .surveyed range to the range target.
• Range target, beacon gate — Rarge displays and recordings should
read the surveyed range to the range target minus the proper delay
compensation.
2.5.3	 C-BAND SYSTEM TIMING
The received pulse from the Wallops master clock is used by the C-band
systems to time-tag the range, azimuth, and elevation data. The circuitry and cable
transmission delays bias the time tag by +5.90 milliseconds for the FPQ-6 and
+1.05 milliseconds for the FPS--16. These known biases are accounted for in the
Wallops program by adding them to the recorded data time tags to give UTC time.
The delay between the Wallops Ce Standard and TODG (200 + 100 usec)
has not been included thus far in the C-band data time tag corrections. However,
these vaiM iations are measured and recorded daily at themaster site by direct
comparison of the TODD oscillator and the cesium beam standard, so the proper
correction to the time tag can be applied at some future date.
2.6	 CAMERAS
Data were taken on GEOS-2 flashes from four RC-4 cameras operated by
SECT1'0N 3
DATA PROCESSING
.1	 DATA COMPARISON TECHNIQUES
o
One method for comparing range (R) and range rate (R) data from
the SECOR, TRANET, and C-band systems with the laser R data is to fit the laser
R data with a polynominal in time. This polynominal can be used within the laser
0data span to produce R and, by differentiation, R comparison data at the observation
times for the other systems. A small parallax correction must be applied to each
data point to account for the difference in location between the laser and the other
systems. A similar technique can be employed to compare angle data.
A more convenient method for producing the comparison data at the
observation times and for correcting it for parallax its to fit a set of orbital elements
0	 0	 0(Xo , Y o , Z o , Xo , Yo Z o ,) to the laser data (or to all the data) and to generate
the comparison data from this orbit.
However, in a weighted least-squares fit of an orbit to the data, questions
r
r arise as to how to weight the different data sets. 	 For simplicity, and because of
gained confidence in the laser data, it was decided to form the reference orbits
from laser data alone, zero-weighting all other data. 	 The main disadvantage of this
procedure is that the laser data span tends to be short, due to difficulty in tracking
x GEOS-2 below 20 or 30 degrees elevation angle, and an orbit derived from a short
data span is definitive only within the data span.
R
f
Also, whereas a short-arc orbit from single-pass R data is good for
fitting and reproducing the R data, this orbit will not determ. ,,;	 zimuth well.	 Be-
cause of the distance between the FPS-16 and the laser, a 0. b-,ntlliradian (mr)	 G
' azimuth error in the reference orbit can cause a parallax error of almost a meter
in the comparison R data for the FPS-16,. Therefore, it i 	 ,ecessary to use angle
	 {
data, which are good to at least 0.5 mr, along with the las `._ ,
 R data in determining;
the reference orbits for the FPS-16.
The laser -system records azimuth (A) and elevation (E) along with the
iR data at a one-per-second rate. Based on star tracking and other tests, the laser
A, E angles are thought to be accurate to 0.5 mr or better. Therefore, orbits
determined from the laser R, A, E data alone should be adequate for producing
smoothed comparison R's for all the other systems, retaining the 1-meter estimated
accuracy of the laser R's.
3.2	 DATUM AND GRAVITY COMPARISON
Previous simulations have shown that, for short-arc orbital , ,, its to data
of 1000-second duration or less, using different gravity field coefficients 'has little
effect on the trajectory within the data interval (see reference 8) .
Also, it seems intuitively evident that, for systems collocated to within
a few kilometers, whose relative positions are known to within +0.1 mz er, there
will be little effect on the trajectory due to expressing the survey in one datum or
another prior to generating the laser reference orbits.
However, since several sets of gravity coefficients and several datums
are available, some test laser reference orbits were calculated with the GEOS data
adjustment program, (GDAP), using different gravity coefficients and datums to verify
the lack of dependence on these parameters. One set of orbits was run for passes
2, 3, 5, and 12, using the station locations on the North American datum with zonal
gravity coefficients J2 through J7 taken from the NWL-5E6 set. Another set wa s
run for the same passes with the station coordinates converted to the SAO C5 datum,
using the techniques described in reference 9 and using the zonals J2 through J7from
the SAO M1 set. The runs are summarized as runs B and C in Table 3-1.
After determining the laser reference orbits both ways, the C-band
radar R,A,E observation residuals, with respect to the laser reference orbits, were
determined.	
V
'liable 3-1
Runs B and C
Runs	 A Priori	 OBS.,, Sigma	 Datum	 Gravity Set
a, R	 cAJE
(meters)	 O
J:."• 3 '":^.i'^. ,'^i^.fq	 ^, s,,,,^,..r arr^rw#.YC,t^#,,.+u -^, .•,, 	 ^t^,rri^.,.^rw,..zr^i,•a^4..tssu.^e, r.,e.., .
	 ^	 .,^.. ^,	 .,.,•<, .
	
^ f. ,	 r.. ,.w...,...	 ^., ,	 .
Results for pass 5, which exhibited the largest effects on R, are shown in curves
B and C in Figure 3-1. Here it can be seen that, for both radars, the change in R
residual 's
 oetween curves B and C within the laser data span is always less than
2 meters and usually less than ]. meter. The change in angle residuals is about
0.20 Ynr for A data and 0 . 02 mr or less for E data.
On passes 2, 3 and 12, the effect on R residuals was less than that on
pass 5 and the effect on E residuals was about the same as that on pass 5. The A
residuals decreased from -11 mr for the B run to -3 mr for the C run for both radars
on pass 2, but remained the same on pass 3 ( -3.5 mr for both runs) and on pass 12
(+1.6 mr for both runs)
' As was, expected, the effect on R residuals of the different datums and-
gravity parameters is small, so either datum or gravity field ,.set can be used for
generating the reference orbits. However, in. these runs, with the SAO datum and
gravity field, the angle residuals for the C-Band radars were either, 6 hanged by only
0.2 mr or less, as in passes 3, 5, and 12, or were significantly decreased, as in .
pass 2.	 Furthermore the SAO set gave better results with car' 	 data in previous
long-arc work (see reference 11) . Also, the SAO-05 datum and M1 field were
derived together as aconsistent set.	 For these reasons the SAO set. was chosen f 
use in subsequent reference .orbit determinations.
3.3	 LASER DATA WEIGHTING
` More test orbits for the same passes were calculated with GDAP to
determine how.to weight the laser A, E data relative to the laser R data when generat-
rg the reference orb, Vs. In the C runs of Table 3-1 and Figure 3-1, the laser R
s residuals, are weighted by multiplication by the reciprocal of the a priori estimate
of the , R data standard error, q- = 2 meters. Similarly, the laser A,E residuals are
weighted byA E= 10 mr. In the'D runs, the relative angl e, weighting is increased
by changing a	 and Q	 to 1 mr and keeping 0'	 at 2 meters. The D curves in
A	 r
Figure" 3-1 shore little change in the R residuals for the FPQ -6 radar or `in the E res-
iduals for either radar, the latter .being already well determined to about 0 .2 mr.
However, the A residuals are reduced from about 5, 0 mr to less than '0.5 mr. The.
independent radar q^gles are thought to ber goodto about 0.1' rxnr. Thus, these ,. radar
i¢ A',.,X residuals indurate that the laser reference orbits •, N,,r ° ghted r ,as in the D runs,
n	 3-3
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produce angles more accurate than the 0.5-mr accuracy attributed to the Miser A, E
data. Probably the accuracy of the laser angles is more nearly 0.2 to 0.3 mr. This
is not accurate enough to evaluate 'the radar angle data (hopefully, that will be done
1 .
	
	 later when optical camera data become available), but it is accurate enough to
suppress parallax errors to below 1 meter when producing comparison R data for the
FPS-1:6 radar. The up-to-7-meter changes in R residuals between the D and C curves
. .
	
	 for the FPS-16 radar are probably due to parallax errors arising from the 5-rnr
azimuth bias in the C orbit. Therefore, based on these test cases, the 10 laser-
reference orbits in this report were all weighted as in the D runs. 	 K
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s3.5	 SYSTEM ERROR MODELS
After determining the laser reference orbits, GDAP is used again to s
form observation residuals (O-C) between the preprocessed observations (0) from
each measurement channel and the calculated values (C) from the reference orbits.
GDAP is then used to minimize the weighted observation and parameter residuals k
for each channel in a least-squares adjustment of the error model coefficients, with s`
the previously derived laser reference orbital elements held fixed. The observation
and parameter residuals are weighted according to the arp Pori estimates of the
sigmas of the observations and parameters.
The error models used in this study are very simple. They consist
Aof a zero-set and a timing bias for each R and R channel, and only a zero-set bias
for each A and E channel. Thus, the linear error model assumed for each measure-
ment channo'_ is the following: r
o(O-C)i= s4-T•O.+a
where	 (O-C)i = known observation channel residual for each data point,
determined as explained above'
= unknown zero-set bias coefficient, assumed constant for
c
The arg iori estimates of the measurement sigmas are given in Table 3-3.
Table' 3-3.
A Priori, Estimates
y)
'k
System R A E R
SEC OR 30M
FPQ6 30m 0.1mr 0. lmr
FPS16 30m 0.1mr 0.1mr
TRANET 4 cm/sec
The,:a priori values for the zero-set and timing bias sigmas vvere all set very large
in order to leave these parameters unconstrained.
3.6	 INTERCOMPARISON RESULTS
The results of the system intercomparisons are sumnia;rized in Tables
3-2 and 3-4 through 3-6 and Figures 3-2 'through 3-5. The tables give the mean
^M and rms about the mean for the observation residuals after allowing for a zero-. y o
set bias and, in the case of the R and R data, after allowing for a tatme bias also.
The values of the zero-set and time biases are given for each measurement chatanel
on each pass. Then an average bias for each channel is calculated for all 10 passes.
The figures show the measurement residuals with respect to the Jas('W reference
orbits pior to adjusting for the zero-set and timing biases.
3.6.1	 LASER_
For the 10 laser passes, the average pass length from Table 3-2 is 261
seconds. The averages, over the 10 passes, of the mean and rms about the mean
i for the laser R, A, E data are as follows;
R	 A	 E
metes	 (mr)	 (mr
Mean	 00 000	 0.000	 -0.0313
RMS
	
13	 0.45	 0.16
3.11
..	 _ ,,
MIT
^^^
3.6.2	 SECOR
The average SECOR range rms, zero-set bias, timing bias, and
standard deviations for the biases for the 10 passes, as given in Table 3-4, are:
rms	 1.7 meters .
B	 -J 0.8 + 3.4 meters
T	 -0.78 + 0.74 milliseconds
These values are derived from the SECOR data on the third SECOR tape submitted
to the GSDS. SECOR data were submitted to GSDS three times as the Army Map
Service (AMS) made changes to its preprocessing procedures.
The first SECOR data tape submitted to the GSDS contained SECOR
data coincident with the first 5 laser passes. The data on this tape were given the
usual preprocessing treatment, by AMS, as described earlier. Results from GDAP
were compared with AMS results which were obtained from the AMS independent
computer program. These were found to;'be consistent to within 1 meter, although the
SECOR range readings were about 10 meters shorter than the laser ranges.
In trying to find the cause of the 10-meter bias between the laser and
SECOR data, AMS reviewed its preprocessing procedures and decided to resubmit
the data with 3 slight changes. The second SECOR data tape contained 6 passes and
the following 3 changes to the preprocessing:
•	 A scale factor ;hange of about 1 x 1,0-6 was made to the R data to
account for the time-counting frequency in the SECOR being scaled
to a different value of the velocity of light than is used by the laser.
The laser uses c = 299792.5 km/sec.
•	 A 1/2-millisecond bias w_-s added to the recorded time tag. The
SECOR data time tag displays the current time truncated at 1 milli-
second. The SECOR procedure at Wallops Islaud was to keep this
d
data time tag at a constant millisecond reading throughout the pass
by adjusting the transmission time of the read-out signal. To stay
within the limits of a 1-millisecond truncated time display, theF y^
operator will presumably try to remain centered in the allowable
display interval of 1 millisecond. Hence, on the average, the data
read-out occurs 1/2 millisecond after'the displayed and recorded
time tag. This time correction is required only when SECOR data
are to be correlated with data from other systems as in these tests.
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wa	 Pre- and postcalibration ranges were taken from the magnetic
data tape rather than the handwritten logs to reduce the possibility
of human error.
The third SECOR data tape had 10 passes and one additional pre-
processing step.
•	 The tropospheric refraction correction was applied to the ambiguity-	 l
corrected ranges rather than to the raw ranges as had been done
previously.
In Figure 3-6, SECOR R residuals with rec-rect to the laser reference 	 Y
orbit for passes 2 and 3 are plotted from each of the three SECOR tapes to give an	 i
idea of the effect of the preprocessing changes.
These preprocessing changes are discusseJ here only because they
illustrate how careful one must be with both the system operating procedures and
the data preprocessing when comparing systems as potentially accurate as the
geodetic SECOR. Also, the stimulation of a procedural review and the subsequent
K
	
	 discovery of better preprocessing methods is a valuable result of a systems inter-
comparison P-hldy such as this.
3.6.3	 C-BAND
f
The averages from Table 3-4, -5 for the _C-band radars from 10 WICE
	
h
passes are:	 E
4t 
beacon/skin missions, the AN/FPQ-6 was calibrated, ia.sing a 1-usee pulsewidth,	 1
and the beacon portion of the mission was tracked, using the same 1-usec pulse-'
width, while the actual transponder reply was 0.6 usec. The 0 . 2-uses difference	 a
between the two centroids results in a range bias of 29.98 meters which must be 	 r
\+	 added to the data. Thus ,range bias has been computed from the approximate value
Of ithe pulsewidths, and in that respect, the bias of 33 meters obtained for passes
14 and 15 is consistent with this explanation.
On skin-track, the FPQ-6 radar measures both R and R which, it is
hoped, will be examined later. In this report, only the beacon track R data are evalu-
ated.
To help verify the GDAP results, Laser reference orbits and C-band
residuals were also computed in the NONAME program for all 10 passes. Identical
inputs and procedures were used. The NONAME program was developed for Goddard
long-arc orbital studies and differs from GDAP in many ways. Some of the major
„differences are:
•	 NONAME employs the full SAO MI gravity field model plus selected
resonant terms for GEOS
•	 NONAME includes corrections for solar radiation pressure,
drag, lunar, and solar perturbations
r •	 NONAME employs a different reference coordinate `system than
GDAP
.. •	 NONAME operates on the IBM-360 computer, whereas (DAP
operates on the CDC-3200
N: Over all . 10 passes for .both radars, the largest single-point discrepancy;
in C.-band R data residuals between the GDAP and NONAME runs was about 1.3
meters. The average discrepancy was, more nearly, only 0 . 1 meter. x
Furthermore, mean differences between the radars and between the
radar and the lager R data, reported by Wallops Island in reference 6 for passes
t
d
.i 5, 12, and 18, differed from GDAP-derived R bias detdri nfnations by,. at "most,
1.6 meters, with an average difference over the 3 passes of *V .0 	 meter for the
FPS-16 and q.5 meter for the FPQ -6. Wallops used the sanie NONAME computer
F	 '; program, but derived reference orbits from the FPQ-s data rather than from` th^^ A
Laser data, as was done with GDAP.
,,	 e „ - . t t ht. .'..F.,	 ._rY t Wht..	 'Z 2ki.	 ,...	 'd	 ^Ni .gal , .x. _ ,.	 ^x	 ,,	 .,.,	 _	 Fas.	 r i	.,	 _	 ..
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3.6.4	 TRANET
The TRANET data are submitted to the GSDS for both a low-frequency
(162;324 MHz) and :a high-frequency (324:972 MHz) pair. In effect, the two frequency
pairs may be considered to be from two collocated, but distinct, stations, although
t,
some equipment, such as the station clock, is common to both frequency pairs. In
this study the two frequency pairs were treated as two distinct stations.
The TRANET B and T bias recovery runs were made with the NONAME
program, using laser reference orbits from previous NONAME runs. Later, these
will be rerun on GDAP for additional verification, The laser reference orbits were
generated in NONAME, using the same procedures as in GDAP. That is, the same
a prior laser R, A, E measurement sigmas were used, and no attempt was made
to recover laser biases.
In the NONAME bias recovery runs, the 6 orbital elements must be
considered as unknowns, along with the B and T biases for the two TRANET stations,
although the orbital elements may be tightly constrained. Thus, the 6 orbital elements
and 4 biases require at least 10 TRANET data Points, or 5 points from each station,
in order to obtain a solution. Passes 9 and 16 were too short to obtain a solution,
since the smoothed TRANET data points are available only once per 32 seconds,
For pass 3, no TRANET data `were available.
For the remaining passes, the first bias recovery runs used tightly
-2constrained orbital 	0elements ,(±10 meters in position, ±1 	 meters/sec in velocity)
is
To obtain better estimates of B or T. it is necessary to either extend
the residuals curve far enough to bring out the difference between the B and T
characteristic curves or to constrain either B or T and solve for the other. In
this study, advantage was taken of the well-controlled synchronization between the
laser and TRANET clocks to constrain the TRANET T for both TRANET statione, to
0.1 ms rather than the 50.0 ms used before.
The passes were rerun with the 0.1-ms T constraint, and the results are
given in Table 3-6. Now the estimated error in the B recovery lies between 1.1
and 1.8 cm/sec. The average results from Table 3-6 are given below. The uncer-
tainty in the average B and T values quoted below is the standard deviation of the set0
of derived B and T values, not the average of the estimated errors. The R rms
0
values were not calculated in NONAME unless at least 10 R data points were avail-
able. j
Low Frequency	 High Frequency	 r
RMS
	 5.39 cm/sec	 4.09 cm/sec
B	 17.59 ± 4.53 cm/sec	 15.60 + 2.78 cm/sec
T	 7+ 9 usec	 5+ 7 usec	 s,
Pass rms (low) bias (low) time (lovr) rms (high) bias (high) time (high)
Number (cm/sec) (em/sec) milliseconds (cm/sec) (cm/sec) milliseconds
2 19.67	 0.007 19.41 -0.003
3 No doppler
5 6.27 15.84
	
-0.007 4.90 12.68 -0.003
9 Too short
11 4.76 1.1.23	 0.008 1.84 14.82 6.000
12 12.51-	 0.005- 16.54 0.008
14 24.46	 0.008 5.35 11.35 0.019
15 :.13 20.93
	 0.027 4.28 15.45 0.004
16 Too short
18 18,.46	 0.000 19.01 0.009
5.39 1`7.59 + 4.35 0.007 ± .009 4.09 15.60 f 2. 78 0.005 ±. 007 
A Priori
Measurement Bias Time
4 cm/sec 10 m/sec 0.1 millisecond
A Priori : Variance on the Orbital Elements
VX 0.0001 meters2
VY 0.0001 meters 
VZ 0.0001 meters2
VX 10-12, meters2/see2
VY 10-12 meters2/sec2
a
VZ 10-4 tmeters2 /sec
t
1
t
0
GThe converted NWL corrections are then compared with the TRANET R bias values
which were derived in this report, by comparison with the laser reference orbits.
The NWL corrections agree, in general, with the laser-derived corrections, but
on the average, they are larger by 4.8 cm/sec for the low-frequency TRANET pair.
Since this type of bias apparently affects all the TRANET data in the GSDS, it is
necessary to allow for a bias when doing geodetic calculations with the data. Even
with the NWL corrections to the base frequency, it is still advisible to allow for a
bras when using TRANET data.
Table 3-6
Range Rate Data Comparisons
*C	 = 300 x 10 8 m/sec
f  (Lo) = 108 MHz
xTable 3- 7
Comparison of NWL Bias Corrections with Laser-derived Biases (B)
Pass
L°Aft
( 10-g Hz) ,^ 0 = -C Af ls*fB
Lo (cm/sec)
Lo B (cm/sec)
^ 0
Lo (cm/,sec)
2 — — 19.67 —
5 -61 16.94 15.84 1.10
9 -78 — — —
11 -95 26.39 11.23 15.16
12 -62 17.22 12.51 4.71
14 -77 21.39 24.46 -3.07
15 -86 23.89 20.93 2.96
16 -90 — —
18 -95 26.39 18.46 7.93•
Average - 4.80
s
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SECTION 4
ERROR PROPAGATION STUDY
The GDAP and NONAME programs calculate, along with the estimate of
each bias value, an estimate of the error or sigma in that value. The resulting
error estimate is based on the arp iori estimates of both the measurement sigmas
and the bias sigmas. These error estimates are not given in Tables 3-4 and 3-5
because the a rp iori measurement sigmas used (see Table 3-1) were not realistic,
particularly the estimate of 30 meters for the sigma of the , range channels. Also,
since the laser reference orbits were held fixed, the estimated error in the laser
angles is not propagated into the bias sigma estimates as it should be.
To determine more accurate estimates of the error in the recovered
B and '..T' values, special error propagation runs were made with NONAME, using
more realistic a prior measurement sigmas and bias sigmas. Also, the orbital
elements, although still dominated by the laser data, were allowed to adjust, there-
by propagating the effect of the laser measurement sigmas and laser bias sigmas into
tf
	the B and T error estimates for the other channels. Approximate average measure-
°^ _"",i
ment sigmas were taken from the results given in Tables 3-2 and 3 -4 through 3-6 for
all 10 passes and used as a rp iori estimates of the measurement sigmas in these
special runs. ` The a rp iori measurement sigmas and bias sigmas selected for these
runs are summarized in Table 4 -1. For all but the laser and camera data, the
y	 arp iori bias sigmas were chosen large so as not to constrain the final estimate of
these sigmas. For these runs, the .laser R, A, E data channel biases are also admitted
r`	 into the solution. These are assigned a r^ iori bias sigma estimates of 1 meter in
range and 100 seconds of are in angle. These are thought to be realistic or even
pessimistic estimates. However,
,
 these a rp iori values will dominate all the re-
sulting estimates of the bias sigrnas.
No adjustment is allowed for the laser clock, since one system clock
must be thf reference to which the other T estimates are referred.
A difference between the NONAME and GDAP T solutions is that, in the
NONAME solutions, for the C-band radars, all measurement channels (R, A, E)
common to each radar contribute to recovery of the T bias for the radar - whereas
s
For reasons similar to those discussed in paragraph 3.6.4, the runs were
first done with an a priori T sigma estimate of 50 ms for TRANET, and then repeated
with the 50 ms replaced by a 0.1-ms estimate.
These runs were made with data from passes 3 and 5, and only data
within the laser data span were used. Pass 3 was used because optical data from
a single plate from the collocated PTH-100 camera were available for that pass.
Unfortunately, TRANET data, althoui;h taken for that pass, were not submitted to the
GSDS. Pass 5 was used because data from all the WICE radio systems were available
for that pass. However, no optical data were available for pass b.
The results of the error propagatioi. runs are given in Table 4-2 for the
calculated measurement sigmas and in Table 4-3 for the calculated B and T bias
estimates and sigmas of those estimates.
As was anticipated, the laser a rp iori estimate of one meter for R bias
sigma dominates the error estimates for R bias recovery for the other systems.
Similarly, the laser ar^ iori estimate of 0.5 mr or 103 arc-sec for azimuth (A) bias
sigma dominates the error estimates for the A bias recovery. However, when the
data from the single camera plate are introduced, the A bias c-,,rror estimates are
reduced to from 3 to 6 arc-sec. Interestingly, the sigmas of E angle biases for the
laser and C-band radars are already down to 1 to 2 arc-sec even before the optical
data are introduced.
The sigmas of the T estimates for SECOR and the C-band radars were
calculated to be about 0.1 ms with or without the camera data. ' For TRANET, with
an a eriori sigma of the T estimate of 50 ms, the calculated sigma of the T estimate
is about 1.2 ms, and the _calculated sigma-of the R bias is about 3.4 cm/sec for pass
5. Reducing the a, prior sigma of the T estimate for TRANET to 0.1 ms reduces the
_	
o
calculated sigma of the R bias to about I^,2 cm/sec. It can be shown that equally0
small values of the sigma of the R bais can be obtained without the need for constrain-
ing the 'a rp iori sigma of the T estimate by extending the data span.
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Table 4-1
A Priori Inputs to Error Propagation Runs
Measurement+gmas
System R(m) A(dilc) E(sec) R(cm/sec)
Laser 2 90 30
FPQ-6 2 30 12
FPS-16 2 50 25
SECOR 2 — —
TRANET — — — 4
Camera (a, s ) 2 2
Bias Sigmas
"System R(m) A( c) E( c) R(cm/sec) T(ms)
Laser 1 100 100 —
FPQ-6 100 1000 1000 50
FPS-16 100 1000 1000 50
SECOR 100 50
TRANET (Lo & Hi) 1000 50.0
TRANET (Lo & Hi) 1000 0.1
Camera (A, E— a,$) — —
System Pass R(m) A(sec) r.E(sec) °R(cm/sec) Time Bias(ms)
Laser 2. 90 30
5 1.13 75.4 43.7
3 1.01 65.3 27.7
3* 1.01 64.5 28.0
F PQ-6 2. 30. 12.
5 0.73 26,3 16.9
3 0.71 24.1 8.1
3* 0.70 28.8 8.2
FPS-16 2. 50. 25.
5 0.98 21.5 21.6
3 0.*97 36.1 16.5
3* 0.97 29.9 17.1
SE COR 2;
5 1.74
3 2.23
3* 2.22
TRANET 4.0 50.0
Low 5 6.2
High 5 3.2
TRANET 0.1
Law 5 6.9
High 5 3.3
Camera (a,8) 2. 2,
3* 1. 5 0.4
^4
Table 4-2
Measurement Sigmas Resulting from Error Propagation Study
` , 5
Laser I	 Pass	 i	 R (m)	 I A (Sec)	 I E (Sec) T (ms)
0±	 1. 0t 103 0±	 103
5 0.0 ±	 1. -4, ± 86 -30 ±	 2
3 -0.1 ±	 1.0 181 ± 96 -24 f '	 3
L
3* 0.1 ±	 1.0 -1 +_ 6 -18 ±	 2 N
FPQ-6
u
K^
" 0±100. 011031 0±1031 0+50
5 -0: 8 ±	 1.0 ; 14 t 86 29 ±	 1 -0.04+	 0..05 s
3 -0.4 t	 1.0 25? + 96 13 ±	 2 0.02 t	 0.08
.
3* --0.1 t	 1.0 74 ± ..."
--
`	 3 19 ±	 1 0.01+	 0.08
-
FPS-16
0t100. 0.1•1031 0±1031 0±50
5` 3. 7 ±	 1.:1 -100 + 86 60 ±	 2 0.11 ±	 0.10
i
3* ' 1.5
 t	 1 . 1 165 t 96 34 ±	 2 -0.06 _t	 0.10 Fz
3* 2.8 t
	
1.0 -17 ± 4 40 t	 2 0.03 ±	 0,08
SECOR
01100. 0±50 I
t 5 -13.3+	 1.0 -0.98±	 0.07`
3 ^' -F'. 3 ±	 1.1 -1.46+	 0.12
3* -6.0 +	 1.1 '•-'1.48 f	 0.12
TRANET em sec,
;.0 ± 1000.: 0' + 50
Lo: 5 17.1 ±	 3.3 ,1.18.	 1.17_+
e Hi 51 10.8 t	 3.4 0.36 +_'"" 1.22
0t1D00. ,". 0	 0.10
Lo 5 15. 0 +	 1.2 -0.00 +	 0.10
Hi 5 11.7 _+	 1.2 +O. OOj	 0.10
Camera
(Mead)',
(Q:8,)
3* 1.4 !': 0.9
t. *PF,p •s 3,*, is a rerun of
	 ass 3;, lwith the; ,addition o ,data fro'O; a plate taken b3 ;the
- ^olfioc^ted PTH-400 camera. ^4
lb
.4';4/6 » ,
t:i.	 +t 	 eft t r.•
loll 11	 1^ *No WIP tt	 rem„
r	 '
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SECTION 5
CONCLUSIONS
5.1	 CONCLUSIONS
With respect to the laser, the systems used in the WICE tests displayed
the following consistent biases in the first 10 GEOS-2 passes tracked by the Goddard
r
laser at Wallops Island from April 2 through April 20, 1968.
• SECOR
R	 = -10.8 meters
T	 = 0.78 millisecond
•	 FPQ-6
R	 _ 0.3 meters
A	 _ 0.2f5 milliradian, not well determined }
E	 _	 0.13 milliradian
TR	 = 0.37 millisecond f
•	 FPS-16
	 n
i.
,;
X
R	
_ '2.7 meters r
} A	 = -0.34 milliradian, not well determined .
a ,
E	 = Q , 21 milliradian
T. 	 =	 0.33 millisecond
®	 TRANET
uo R K = `17.6 cm/sec
^Hi R , =	 15.6 cm/sec
Lo T-1
	 ,was constrained with a ^r iori c'T = 0 1 ms
Hi T =	 was-editstrained with a ^rfori ^	 = 0.1 ms
Tt
The., 6onsistent SECOIi rang,6'bias is larger than expected and' letill not ex-
p .ainea. It is. not out of the question, however, that ,the SECOR is correct and the laser
incorrect.	 If this can be s'how^x to be trine,; it might help 'explairi a similar as yet
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unexplained range bias difference observed between this same Goddard laser and
the Goddard range and range rate system (GRARR) at Rosman, N. C. , when the
laser was collocated at the GRARR site in 1966. As yet, there is no explanation for
the consistent SECOR time bias although the addition of 0.5 ms to the SECOR time
tags in the second and third tapes submitted increased this error.
The C-band radar range biases are smaller than expected. If other C
band radars in the world-wide tracking networks are as accurate ws these appear to
be, then they are a potential source of large quantities of very accurate and well
distributed geodetic data. The elevation angle biases obtained for these radars is
consistent with expectations. The timing biases for the two C -band radars agree
very well. These should be reduced by about 0.2 ms if the known 0.2 + 0.1-ms
delay between the Ce clock and the TODG is included in the C-band data.
fl
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SECTION F
FUTURE PLANS
6.1	 FUTURE PLANS
Intercompari cons similar to those given here are planned for the 25
additional laser passes obtained before the WICE tests ended on June 29, 1968.
Also, optical data will be added from the cameras collocated with the WICE systems
and from many other cameras in the GEOS MOTS and SPEOPT networks in an
attempt to further verify these results. Also, simultaneous tracking data from two
collocated lasers at Goddard have been collected to help validate the assumption that
the laser data are unbiased to within 1 meter.
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APPENDIX A
GEODETIC SURVEY PROGRAM
A.1	 GENERAL
The geodetic survey was extended from USC&GS first-order triangulation
stations EASY, TESTCELL, and ARBUCKLE, using Assateaque Lighthouse as an
azimuth check. Intermediate stations named Bridge, and Oboe 2 were established
from EASY and T'ESTCELL at strategic locations that were intervisible with the
tracking systems.
The elevation determinations for the tracking systems are in reference
to first-order USC&GS benchmarks: G 421 1963, A 299 1949 NACA 3 2 1963 and
K 421 1963. {
A.2	 COMPUTATIONS
Standard computational procedures were employed to determine the
geodetic positions of the antenna systems. 	 All measurements were made to; or
aY reduced to, the centers of rotation of the azin pith circles and the elevation axes of
the trackir, 	s,t stems, as specified.
The circuits were analyzed after preliminar, computation to determine
accuracies. It was found that the closures at ARBUCKLE were all in error in the
same direction and to the magnitudes of 11 centimeters in latitude and 7 centi-
meter, s in longitude.	 Circuit closures of the traverse nets performed during this
survey revealed excellent ties, the distances being measured with the geodimeter and
the angles observed with the Wild T-3 theodolite. 	 Further investigation of the
triangulation station ARBUCKLE revealed that it could possibly be disturbed, being
located in a cultivated field, even though it is set one foot below the ground level.
'	 y Also , the recent adjustments applied	 p,	 to the horizontal control in this area by
USC &GS may possibly have resulted in slight discrepancies at ARBUCKLE, It was
concluded that the most accurate geodetic solution would be obtained by traverse
circuits from EASY and. TESTC ELL, using ARBUCKLE only as a check station.
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sA.3	 CONCLUSIONS
Tb -i accuracies of the survey were obtained by the comparison of the
angular and distance measurements and the closure on the check station AR-
BUCKLE. An evaluation of the accuracies is as follows
•	 Maximum adjustment to the geodimeter distances	 5.55 ems
•	 Average adjustment to geodimeter distances 	 1.45 cros
•	 Probable error	 1.45 cros
•	 Average error of geodimeter distances `	 1/353,000
•	 Possible remaining error of geodimeter	 1/113,000
distances
•
	 Maximum adjustment to angles 	 2.50 sec
•
	 Average adjustment to angles 	 0.90 sec
e
	 Probable error	 0.80 sec
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A-4
PASITIAN ANn nESCRIPTmN nF SURVEY STATION
COUNTRY
United States
TYPE OF MIRK
Brass Tablet
STATION
BRIDGE First Order
LOCALITY
Wallops Island, Va.
STAMPING ON MARK
BRIDGE 1968
AGENCY (CAST IN MARK)
NASA/GSFC 143ELEVATION	 48 ,	 ETFE1 	 143	 MET ERs
LATITUDE	 0
N 37	 51 1 07!'452
LONGITUDE
W 750 29 1 25.1811
DATUM- LLIPSOID
NAD 1927 Clarke 1866
ORDER
Third
LATITUDE LONGITUDE DATUM-ELLIPSOID DATUM
SL 	 192.9
NORTHING EASTING GRID	 AND ZONE ESTABLISHED	 - AGENCY- DATE
NASA/GSFC	 3/68
NORTHING FASTING GRID AND ZONE
TO OBTAIN GRID AZIMUTH,ADD
08 JECT (GEODETIC) AZIMUTH BACK AZIMUTH GEOD. DISTANCE (M) GRID DISTANCE (M) (FT)
Secor CW Ra ar 114-25-06.77 294-24-22.42 1940.321
Laser Pulse Radar 116-28-53.38 -	 - 1935. (18
FP -6 Radar 117-59-44.75 97-59-02.4 190$,898
Walmot # 7078 126-25-00.88 306-24-19.61 2042, 731TM	 Do221er_,IET 131-23-36.56 311-22-58.04 2045.384
TES .197-22-47,15 17-24-01.94 9955.006
EASY 23fi-4 -37.37 56-42-19.97 4889.11
Oboe 2 270-56-
	 42 —90-57-24.47 1874,82
EE&-1jQ 339-43-44-59 159-43-55.75
 a Brd a 353-47-28 173-47-28 8.641
OrMITInM Am n nFCrp iPTIn1U nF CIIavFV 4 TATinAI
COUNTRY
United States
TYPE OF MARK
punch hole
STATION
Oboe 2 1968 First Order
LOCALITY
Wallops Island, Va.
STAMPING ON MARK
Oboe 2 1968
AGENCY (CAST IN MARK)
None
ION 58-561 	 FEET17.849	 METER
LATITUDE
N 370 51 1
 06:1443
LONGITUDE
W	 50 28 1 09.1 134
UA7UM-EL IPSOID
NAD 1927 Clarke 1866 Third
LATITUDE LONGITUDE WTUM -ELLIPSOID
 1929
[NASA/GSFC
NORTHING EASTING GRID	 AND ZONE - AGENCY-DAT E
 
3/68
NORTHING	 ^tEA:STING GRID AN
	
ZONE
TO OBTAIN GRID AZIMUTH,ADD
09 JEGT (GE00.TIC) AZIMUTH BACK AZIMUTH GEOD. DISTANCE (M) GRID DISTANCE (M) (FT)
Bride 90-57-24.47 270-56-37.42 1847.828
FPS-1 -3 -25
	
3 230-37-49.15 1849.616
BC-4 Camera Base 223-25-41 . 10 43-26-21.67 2.350.601
3
^ »
.^
	
.^
Pngl mtd Afd n nFgrmpr nN nF R.iAVFV : o qIU
	 \\
0nQITInIU AfUn nFQCRIPTInfU . nF SIIRVFY STATInfJ
COUNTRY
United States
TYPE OF MARK
punch hole
STATION
NASA/Wallops BC-4 Camera Base First Order
LOCALITY
Wallops Island, Va.
STAMPING ON MARK
Wallops BC-4 1968
AGENCY (CAST IN MARK) 	
FEETELEVATION	 26.3416.341
	
METERS
LATITUDE
N 370 52 1 01!1807
LONGITUDE
W 750 27 1 03!'023
DATUM-ELLIPSOID	 ORDER
NAD 1927 Clarke 1866	 Third
LATITUDE LONGITUDE DATUM-ELLIPSOID	 DATUM
SLD 1929
NORTHING EASTING GRID	 AND ZONE	 IS_	 - AGENCY- DATE
NASA/GSF C 	 3/68
NORTHING EASTING GRID AND ZONE
TO OBTAIN GRID AZIMUTH,ADD
OBJECT (GEODETIC) AZIMUTH BACK AZIMUTH GEOD, DISTANCE (M) GRID DISTANCE (M) (FT)
EASY 210-33-10.61 30-33-25.57 1171.	 16 4
Oboe 2 43-26-21.67 223-25-41.10 2350.60
BC-UP 3 297 -13-0 . 117-13-07.6
BC-4 263 97-13-07.6 277-13-07.6
PnSITInid AW) 11FQriPIPTInN1 nF CIIPVFV STATInNI
COUNTRY
United States
TYPE OF NARR
Brass Tablet
STATION
AMS SECOR CW Radar 	 First Order
LOCALITY
Wallops Island, Va.
STAMPING ON MARK
Wallops SECOR 1.968
AGENCY (CAST IN MARK)
NASA/GSFC ELEVATION	 278.273	 METERS
LATITUD^
N 37
	 51 1 33.1 462
LONGITUDE
W 75	 30 1 38.1 086
D	 UM- LLI P	 ID
NAD 1927 Clarke 1866
^G
Third
LATIT!)DE LONGITUDE uATUM -ELLIPSOID DATUM
SLD 1929
NORTHING FASTING GRID	 AND ZONE '= AGENCY-0
NASA/GSFC
	
3/6R
NORTHING E	 S IN GRID AND ZONE
TO OBTAIN GRID AZIMUTH, ADD
OBJECT (GEODETIC) AZIMUTH RACK	 AZIMUTH GEOD. DISTANCE (M) GRID DISTANCE (M) (FT)
ARBUCKLE 168-05-20.34 348-06-16.39 764.353
Bride 294-24-22.42 114-25-06.77
68.280GEOS RM 222-01--18.70 42-01-19.'84
Elevation of Axis of Rftation of Radar 	 45.833 Feet
The AMS SECOR CW Radar is located near the FPQ-6 facility at the Wallops
Island facility. The station is a brass tablet set in the roof of the concrete
building centered under the antenna. The center is marked by a punch hole
at the intersection of an etched cross.
To reach from the main gate of the Wallops Island facility proceed south-
west 0.35 mile along a blacktop road to entrance to station, The station
is located on top of small concrete building on the southeast side of road.
GEOS RM was set as a reference mark and is a brass tablet set on the
southeast edge of the concrete access drive to the front entrance of the
FPQ-6 building.
C
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pf1e1 ITin1d amn nrQrRIPTInkI InF SIIPVFY ATATIf%
COJNTRY
United States
TYPE Of MARK
Support Pipe Center
STATION 
Navy TRANET Doppler
	
First Order
LOCALITY
Wallops Island Va.
STAMPING ON MARK
None
AGENCY (CAST IN MARK)
None ELEVATION	 4444 5 7 	 FEET13.587 ME ER
LATITUDE
N 37	 F?' 51!'314
LONGITUDE
8!W 750 30 1 2'586
UM- LL
	 I
NAB) 1927 Clarke1866 Third
LATITUDE LONGITUDE DATUM -ELLIPSOID DATUM
SLD 1929
NORTHING E STING GRID	 AND
	
ON
-AGENCY-D ATE 
NASA/GSFC	 3/68
ORNTHING SIN GRID	 N
OBTAIN GRID AZIMUTH,ADD
OBJECT (GEODETIC) AZIMUTH BACK AZIMUTH CEOD DISTANCE (M) GRID DISTANCE (M) (FT)
311-22-58.04 131-	 - 6.56 2045 384
436,924ARBUCKLE -52-07^ 72 --- 296-51-58, 01
The Navy TRANET Doppler is located at the Information and ObservRtion
Building at the main entrance of the Wallops Island facility. The sta-
tion is on the northwest side of the building at the top of a 45-font support
pipe and at the ground screen level of the antenna array.
s
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COUNTRY
United Statea
TYPE OF MARK
Center of Rotation
STATION
NASA/GSFC Laser Pulse Radar
	 First Order
LOCALITY
Wallops Island, 'Va.
STAMPING ON MARK
None
AGENCY (CAST IN MARK
None
ELEVATION
	 ?,!^ , Q'70
	 FEET
r	 METERS
LATITUDE
N 370 51 1 35.1432
LONGITUDE 
W 750 30 1 36 1:664
0_ UM- LLIP
	 i
NAJ) 1927 Clarke 1.866 Third
LATITUDE LONGITUDE DATUM -ELLIFsP10 DATUM^^
SLD 1929
NORTHING EAST!NG GRID AND ZONE - A
	 N Y-
NASA/GSFC
	 3 68
NORTHING S IN GRID
0 OBTAIN CRIO AZIMUTH, ADO
OB JECr (GEODETIC) AZIMUTH BACK AZIMUTH GEOD. DISTANCE (M) GRID DISTANCE (M) (FT)
A 1 4•-22-04.79 344-21'59.96 713.616
---300 1
 Meteor, Tower 283-52- 48 V-+ 10 7
ri ,ems 296- 8 •09.90 116.28-53.38 1935.018
eater Tan 3 -3 -1,_ 4^ A	 -t• 00 29 1 4011
250 1 Meteor, To5yer -	 -
+10 131 2
	
II
GEOS M 312-2 - 0
	 9 13	 . `	 -00.9 1
onclTln«.1 Akin nCCrQIDTInki f1F CIIRVFV CTATION
COUNTRY
United States Brass Tablet
STA I N
NASA/GSFC MOTS Camera 	 First Order
LOCALITY
Wallops Island, Va.
STAMPING ON MARK
WALMOT NO 70781968
AGENCY(CAST IN MARK)
NASA/GSFC ELEVATION	 22 ,7J1	 FEET6.	 7	 METER
LATITUDE
N 370 51 1 46;'779
LONGITUDE
W 750 30 1 33.1 060
D	 , ULS	 I
:SAD 1927 Clarke 18 66
ORDER
Third
LATITUDE LONGITUDE DATUM -ELLIPSOID DATUM
SLD " 929
NORTHING i EASTING GRID	 AND ZO -AGENCY-D ATF
NASA/GSFC
	
3/68
NORTHING I GRID AND ZONE
TO OBTAIN GRID AZIMUTH, ADD
OB JECT (GEODETIC) AZIMUTH BACK AZIMUTH GEOD. DISTANCE (M) GRID DISTANCE (M) (FT)
r - 4-1	 1 12 -25-00.88 2042. 31
ARBUCKLE 140-16-13.46 320-16-06.42 8.66
k
if
•
Slant Rang, to near surface of water tank at guard rail height 3274 .977 meters.
The GSFC Laser is located at the FPQ-6 C-band facility at the NASA Wallops
Island facility. The station is the centers of rotation of the azimuth w d
elevation axes of the Laser .
To reach the station from the gate house at the main entrance to the Wallops
Island facility proceed southwest 0.35 mile to entrance FPQ-6 C-band facility.
The Laser is located on the concrete apron at the southwest side of the building.
The GSFC MOTS camera is located near the main entrance of the Wallops
Island facility. The station is a brass tablet set in the center of the con-
crete pier of the camera base. The center is marked by a punch hole at
the intersection of an etched cross.
To reach from the main gate of the Wallops Island facility proceed south--
west 0.1 mile along blacktop road to station on northwest side of road.
Elevation of Axis of Rotation of Camera 	 24.798 Feet
530-121ANAo )	 A-11 A-12530-1210 2 /60
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OnCITInM AIUn nrQrPiPTlnN nF CIIRvFV C.TATInN
COUNTRY
United States
Y
Brass Tablet
STATION
NASA/GSFC MOTS Camera
	 First Order
LOCALITY
Wallops Island, Va.
STAMPING ON MARK
WALMOT NO 7078 1968
AGENCY ( CAST IN MARK)
N+ASA/GSFC ION	 22, 77	 FEET6.9 7 	 METER
LATITUDE
N 370 51 1 46,1 779
LONGITUDE
W 750 30 1 33.1 060
D 'UM-ELLIP9 1
NAQ 1927 Clarke 1866 Third
LATITUDE LONGITUDE DATUM-ELLIPSOID
D t929
[NASA/GSFCNORTWIN^ d FASTING GRID	 AND ZONE - AGENCY- DATE
 3/68
NORTHING S	 1 GRID
TO OBTAIN GRID AZIMUTH, ADD
OBJECT (GEODETIC) AZIMUTH BACK AZIMUTH GEOD, DISTANCE 00 GRID DISTANCE (M) (FT)
Bridire - 4-19.61 126-25-00.88 2042	 31
ARBUCKLE 140-16-13.46 320-16-06.42 438.668
Elevation of Axis of Rotation of Camera 	 24.798 Feet
The GSFC MOTS camera is located near the main entrance of the Wallops
Island facility. The station is a brass tablet set in the center of the con-
crete pier of the camera base. The center is marked by a punch hole at
the intersection of an etched cross.
To reach from the main gate of the Wallops Island facility proceed south--
west 0.1 mile along blacktop road to station on northwest side of road.
rPF ,—
PnCITInM AIUf1 nFSraIPTInN nF SIIRVFV STATION
COUNTRY
United States
TYPE
Cente , of Rotation
S A I T
NASA/Wallops FPQ-6 Pulse Radar First Order
LOCALITY
Wallops Island, Va.
STAMPIN4 ON MARK
None
AGENCY (CAST IN MARKI
None ELEVATION	 49	 6	 FEET14.53	 METER
LATITUO1 r
51 t 36 1.1509
LONGITWE
N 37
^
W 75	 30
1
 34.1 764
DATUM- LLIP q
 X10
NAD 1927 Clarke 1866
ORDER
Third
LATITUDE LONGITUDE DATUM -ELLIPSOID DATUM
SLD 1929
NORTHING EASTING GRID	 AND ZONE I	 - AGENCY- DA
NASA/GSFC
	 3/68
NORTHING EAST ING GRID AND ZONE
0 OBTAIN GRID AZIMUTH,ADD
OBJECT
 (GEODETIC) AZIMUTH BACK	 AZIMUTH GEOD. DISTANCE (M) GRID DISTANCE (M) (FT)
BridLre 297 -52-02.-43_ 117-59-44.75 1208,898
696.220ARBUCKLE 159-56-42.39 339-56-36.39
NASA/Wallope FPQ-6 Pulse Radar is located at the FPQ-6 facility of the
NASA Wallops Island, Va. facility. The station is the centers of rotation
of the azimuth and elevation axes of the antenna.
To reach from the main gate of the Wallops Island facility proceed south-
west 0.35 mile along blacktop road to the entrance to the FPQ-6 facility
on the southeast side of the road. The antenna is located at the north-
east end of the FPQ-6 operations building.
i
j
530-12102Ao )
DACMAKi AKM f1F 4ZCRI0TIt'91U f1F QiiRVFV CTATInki
COUNTRY
United States
TYPE OF MANK
Center of Rotation
STATION
NASA/Wallops FPS-16 Pulse Radar First Orde
LOCALITY
Wallops island
	
Va.
STAMPING OM MARK
None
AGENCY (CAST IN MARK)
None
ELEVATION 9	 FEET
METER
LATITUDb
N 37	 50 1 28 1.1 393
LONGITUDE
W 750 29' 07 1. 1 622
UM- LLI	 1
NAD 1927 Clarke 1866 Third
LATITUDE LONGITUDE DATUM --ELLIPSOID DATUM
SLD 1929
NORTHING EASTING GRID	 AND	 N N
NASA/GSFC
	 - 3/68
NORTHING E SIN GRID	 ^''5 	 ZONE
TO OBTAIN GRID AZIMUTH,ADD
O BJECT (GEODETIC) AZIMUTH BACK	 AZIMUTH GEOD, DISTANCE (M) GRID DISTANCE (M) (FT)
Bride 159-43-55.75 339-	 -4 ,.59
O oe 2 230-37-49.15 - -5.03 1849.6—rd-
The FPS-16 Pulse Radar is located at the AN/FPS-16 Radar facility at
Wallops Island, Va. The station is the centers of rotation of the azimuth
and elevation axes of the radar antenna.
To peach from the cafeteria at the Wallops Island (Bldtg. 5005) proceed
southwest 0.3 mile along blacktop road to entrance to FPS-16 facility,
then proceed northwest 0.2 mile to station. The radar antenna is located
on the roof of and at the southwest corner of the FPS-16 Operations
Building.
i
V
i
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APPENDIX B
WICE C-BAND PREPROCESSOP PROGRAM
t
It_
B,1 DATA PREPROCESSING
Data are processed in the following manner: Sum and average the pre-
and postcalibration functions.
I. D. Numkwr Function
Precal Postcal
a. 101- 122 201-222 AGC step cal.
b. 123 223 Boresight normal (A, E)
C. 124 224 Bimesight plunge (A, E)
d. 125 225 Range target skin (R)
e. 126 226 Range target beae on (R)
f. 140 240 Doppler, CSP + 1 line O
g. 141 241 Doppler, CSP - 1 line O
Process data, selecting every Nth point with the following corrections
applied:
a. Time tag correction:
tc = to + R/C	 c = velocity of light
b. The data are interpolated to the even second, utilizing Newton's
interpolation formula with divided differences.
C.
	
Refraction: Refraction is always applies' If input information is
not available, the following nominal values are used:
µ-1 = 0.2919X103
Value for scale height is also built-in
S = 7600 meters
Elevation Refraction:
EC = Eo -Cot(Eoi.
B-1
7711771`77 77 7777777`^""
Range Refraction:
R 	 Ro - (µ-1) - S/Sin Ec
The data ca be merged with a previously generated GDAF format data
tape.
Input Data Format
(12, 1X, 12, 1X, AS, 1X, 6E10.0)
The data are organized in group (NGRP) and sets (NSET) to facilitate data
handling. Card arrangement for the data is:
NGRP NSET LABEL DATA(1)	 DATE(2), -- DATA(6)
12, 1X, 12, 1X, AS, 1 X, E 10.0 	 E 10.0 --- E 10.0
NGRP = 1, NSET = 1
DATA (1) - 113 — Designator for C-BAND DATA
DATA (2) - XX.00 MINIMUM SEPARATION BETWEEN DATA
POINTS (sec)
NGRP = 2 NSET = 1
DATA (1) XX. Station Number
(2) YRMODY. Universal data of observation
yr, mo, day
(3) YRMODY. Data of Reduction, yr, mo, day
(4) XXXX. Orbit Number
(5) 0. First pass computes measurement and output is on
Tape 2
1. Computes the measurement and merges data with
the previously written tape,
Input - Unit 1
Output - Unit 2
i
B-2
NGRP = 3 NSE." = 1
DATA (1) ii H. Start hou., of day of observation
(2) NIM. Stmt minute of day of observation
(3) SS. Start second of day of obsei vation
(4) ti W . Stop hour of day of observation
(5) MM. Stop minute of day of observation
(6) SS. Stop second of day of observation
NGRP = 4 NSET =	 1
DATA (1) 0. Do not save input tape on unit 1
1. Save input taps .0d unit 1
NGRP = a NSET = 1
DATA (1) XXXX.XXX Total atmospheric pressure (MIA Mar-
curt')
(2) XXXX.XXX Partial pressure of water. vapor (MM
Mercury)
(3) XXXX.XXX Absolute Temperature (c)
NGRP = 6 NSET = 1
DATA (1) xxXXX.XXX Conversion factor for range and range-
rate for feet to meters = 0.3048
(2) XXXXX.XXX Scale multiplier for range rate to cor-
rect current error in magnitude of 108
in range rate
(3) XX.0	 = 0.0 use interpolation scheme to the
even second
= 1.0 util ­ data as acquired from tape
j
L-3
(4)	 XXXXXXX Maximum time (seconds after 0h UTC).
Larger than any data time leag In pass.
Needed for program to pass over gaps
in data span.
NOTE
The values for NGRP 6 are preset to 1. 0, 1. 0,
0. 0, 0. 0, respectively. If NGRP 6 card is input,
then new values have to be given for each one.
NOTE
The feature for printing of a word posiiion sum-
mary as in GPRO is also a part of C-BAND.
Load the GROUP I card for all previous systems
prior to C-BAND data cards.
B-4
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